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Abstract
Icons in multimedia (CD-ROM) programs are an essential navigation tool 
of these programs. Across programs there is a diverse range of icons 
used to assist navigation. This project investigated children's 
understandings of the meaning and function of icons in multimedia 
(CD-ROM).  A classification system for icons was developed in order to 
have a language to talk about them and to compare children's knowledge 
of them. Each child viewed the icons in an educational CD-ROM program 
(The Animals!) and explained their understandings of what they thought 
the icons would do ie their function. The readability of the icons 
could then be determined. This paper will present preliminary findings 
of this exploratory research concentrating on the comparison of 
students' understandings of icons with and without pop-up labels and 
the relationship of this to the type of icon being viewed.
This research was funded by the University of Western Sydney, Macarthur 
Research Board.

Introduction
Being literate in today's society and in the future means more than 
just being print-literate and able to read the written word and use 
print-based resources. Schools and society are increasingly demanding 
individuals be literate in a variety of modes - visual, computer, 
media, audio. Often these modes are not isolated but are intertwined, 
interconnected and influence each other eg multimedia, mass media and 
electronic hypermedia. (The New London Group, 1995)

Within multimedia computer programs (CD-ROM) children have to engage in 
a multiplicity of literacies in order to read, interact, understand, 
access and extract meaning from the program. Children must be able to 
read icons, labels, photographs, written text, video clips, animation 
and combinations of these at any one time on a screen and decide on 
pathways. Despite the increased use of multimedia technology in 
elementary schools, little research has been done on elementary 
children's use and understanding of this media  ( Large et al, 1994; 
Oliver & Perzylo, 1994; Rothenberg, 1994; Perzylo, 1993; Saga, 1992) in 
particular their understandings of the use, function and meaning of the 
navigation icons essential for exploring CD-ROM programs.

Navigation within CD-ROM programs provides the user with access to 



different sections of the program. It provides the pathways to the 
information the user wants to access. To assist navigation between 

screens and within individual screens program designers provide icons. 
These icons are the first level of interaction with a CD-ROM program. 
The user must interact with the icons to move around within the 
program. Thus the user must understand the function and purpose of 
these in order to effectively access the information contained within 
the program. 

Designers of CD-ROM programs are aware of the importance of the icons 
they use (Megarry, 1991). However there is an absence of a common 
language for icons. Different programs employ a wide variety of icons, 
ranging from naturalistic to abstract to written text to a combination 
of these. The designers of these icons assume that their chosen 
symbolic representations are in some way universal and easier to 'read' 
because the written text is limited or non-existent.  

Icons are not transparent images that all users can read and hence use 
effectively to gain access to the information in the program. Icons are 
cultural constructions and their variation requires a shift in 
orientation by the user to read them. (Callow & Zammit, in press). Some 
children may find it easy to understand them while others may have 
difficulty depending on their cultural and socioeconomic background.

In order to fully utilise multimedia programs children need to 
understand the icons and their function. This knowledge forms part of 
the information skills for a technological age. It is one step toward 
the development of a multiliterate individual. Multimedia (CD-ROM) is 
being marketed as the new innovative tool for learning, providing 
interactivity, motivation and a wealth of knowledge at children's 
fingertips. However, simply providing the technology, which has an 
inherent interest for children, will not ensure their effective use of 
this form for learning.

Icons in CD-ROM  programs
As part of the exploratory research a classification system for icons 
(Fig. 1) was developed and trialed in coding the icons and the 
responses of the children. 

Figure 1  Icon Classification system

The classification system is based on work by Kress & van Leeuwin 
(1990), in particular the coding orientation of images and their 
composition. A full systemic functional linguistic analysis of the 
images and their placement on the screen and in the program is not part 
of this paper. The focus is on the  visual construction of the icon, in 
particular the Field (Halliday, 1985; revised, 1994)- 'what' it stood 
for, which represented the content or action the user would have to 
interpret. 

The above classification system needed to account for a range of icons 
across a variety of programs. It is acknowledge that there are icons 
that are a combination of both the Textual and Pictorial. These 
Combination icons combine the pictorial and textual in one image to 
create an icon. Some programs do not employ this strategy but use 
pop-up labels to name the icons . The movement of the mouse over part 
of the screen activates the label and brings it up on screen near the 
icon.



The Textual icons are those that use text only in the icon. Two 
categories have been distinguished - Graphological and Word. 
Graphological icons use part of a word ie letter or punctuation marks 
to identify them, their function and/or name. The Word icons use whole 

words only as the icon. 

eg. Graphological: LetterGraphological: Punctuation
L?

eg. Graphological: Word
Print

As can be seen in Fig. 1 the Pictorial icons can be classified into a 
number of sub-groups. The distinction between the Pictorial: Abstract 
and Pictorial: Naturalistic is based on the use of colour and its 
composition. The Naturalistic icons use the full colour range, in some 
cases appealing to the senses in their brightness and colourfulness. 
They look as if they could appear in real life and have depth. The 
Abstract icons are two-tone or 3 tones only. Normally this is a black 
and/ or white image on a colour  or white background. They are 
2-dimensional laid onto a button.

These two categories for Pictorial icons can be further sub-classified 
to another level of delicacy. The Abstract: Generic icons are those 
icons found in other places in society eg VCR, TV, or often used in 
CD-ROM or computer programs. The Abstract: Specific icons are those not 
found in any other environment outside the program.

Abstract: Generic 

The Naturalistic icons can also be sub-classified into 2 groups. The 
Naturalistic: Symbolic icons are those where the function of the icon 
is not readily reflected in the image of the icon ie the icon does not 
represent what will be found (content) or pathway. The Naturalistic:  
Realistic ones are those where the function is represented in the image 
of icon ie the icon represents what would be found (content) or 
pathway.

The boundaries between these categories are not strong and there exists 
more of a cline between them.
Abstract <---------------------> Naturalistic
Symbolic <-------------------------> Realistic
Generic < ---------------------> Specific

The CD-ROM Program
The program selected for use in this exploratory research was The 
Animals! (Mindscape et al, 1994). This program employs a range of 
different types of icons, but the main type used are the Pictorial. It 
relies heavily upon pictorial images as navigation icons.

Not all the icons in the program have been included in this research. 
There was an attempt to obtain a balance of different types of 
pictorial icons in order to determine students understandings of these 
and their readability. The selection also ranged across a number of 
screens.

Total number of icons analysed = 56



Pictorial : 4682%
Textual: 611%
Combination:47%

The Textual icons in this program were all Graphological. No Word was 
displayed on the icons , as it employed pop-up labels. The majority of 
these were Alphabetical:
Graphological:Alphabetical583%

Graphological:Punctuation117%

This distribution is not unexpected as program developers often use the 
initial letter of the word for the Process or Thing that the icon 
stands for. This practice seems to be based on the assumption that the 
initial letter/sound will assist the user to work out what the icon's 
function is.

The Combination icons are strongly Textual: Graphological: Alphabetical 
with the addition of an arrow. All but one occur on the Splash Screen 
of the program - the first screen that students have to physically 
interact with.

The Pictorial icons 2 sub-classes have roughly equal representation  in 
the project.
Naturalistic 2248%
Abstract 2452%

The Abstract icons included were
Generic:1673%
Specific627%

The Naturalistic icons included were
Symbolic:1875%
Realistic625%

The Students
The school the children came from is situated in South West Sydney in a 
middle class area. A total of 10 students - 5 girls and 5 boys, were 
involved in the exploratory research. The children were 11-12 year olds 
from a Year 6 elementary class. They came from white Anglo Celtic 
backgrounds. All the children spoke English as their first language. 

Methodology of the project
Each student individually took part in a 45 - 60 minute discussion 
interview which involved them talking about a range of icons presented 
in the The Animals! (Mindscape et al, 1994 ) CD-ROM program. The 
students were asked the question - " What do you think this (the icon) 
does?" to elicit their understandings of the function of specific 
icons. The interviews involved discussions in 3 sections 
a) understanding of function from the icon only
b) understanding of function from pop-up label and icon
c) understanding of function from using the icon

This paper presents the preliminary findings of data gathered, 
comparing a) and b) responses only.

Results and discussion



The number of responses for an icon varied from 2 to 9 different 
readings of the same icon. Some students gave multiple answers as they 
attempted to work out what the image represented eg. [Icon 19] "Go 
across to another page or a different angle, different view of the page 
"(S9)

Analysis of responses was tabulated based on the thematic patterns of 
lexical items at the word, group and/or clause level, that were present 
in the responses. Calculations of accuracy in relation to actual 
function of the icon were then made (accuracy). This obtained the 
patterns of language used by children in their reading 1of each icon 

and their accuracy. Using this information for a) icon only and b) with 
pop-up label, the icons were placed into 4 bands - 
1. None - 0 accuracy
2. 1 -25%
3. 26 - 50%
4. >50%

The efficacy of an icon was determined to be based on >50% of children 
being correct in their reading of the icon. This resulted in the first 
3 ranges being combined to obtain data for <50% and >50% accuracy of 
reading by students to determine which type of icon assisted and which 
impeded reading.

The results of the children's understandings of the icons will be 
presented in 3 sections each one focusing on the different types of 
icons
1) Combination
2) Textual
3) Pictorial

In each of the figures the following applies:
Series 1 relates to icon only responses (a)
Series 2 relates to the icon with its pop-up label responses (b).

1) Combination
The Combination icons were very difficult to read in isolation with all 
of these icons with less than 50% reading accuracy by the children . 
For these type of icons the pop-up labels made a significant impact on 
the children's ability to comprehend the function of these icons while 
a small minority still had difficulty. (Fig 2 and Fig. 3)

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

2) Textual
The findings presented in this section relate to children's 
understandings of the Graphological:Alphabetical group of icons. There 
was only a small number of these icons ( 6 ) analysed in the The 
Animals! program, with one section of the program  employing the 
alphabet A-Z on the screen. This particular section however, did not 
include pop-up labels for the letters.

In Fig. 4 one can see that there was an improvement in children's 
understanding of these icons when they were able to read the pop-up 
label and icon together. However in overall terms (Fig. 5) students 
found it easier to understand these when reading the icon only. The 
pop- up label decreased their ability to read the icon's function 



accurately.

Figure 4 

Figure 5

3) Pictorial
The Pictorial icons made up the majority of icons analysed and used in 
the The Animals! program and the results will be broken into sections 
relating to each type of icon and its subclasses.

Overall the Pictorial icons proved to be the most difficult to read for 
the students with a large percentage ( 40% ) of icons with nil accuracy 
of interpretation when read by themselves. (Fig 6)  The pop-up labels 

attached to each of these icons enabled students to more readily 
interpret the function of the icon and the accuracy of their responses 
reflected this.  However there were still more icons with less than 50% 
accuracy of reading ( 56 % of icons) than those above 50% ( only 44% of 
icons). (Fig. 7)

Figure 6: 

Figure 7
The results for Pictorial: Abstract and Pictorial: Naturalistic reflect 
the same trend as for the overall Pictorial icons. However a larger 
percentage of Pictorial: Naturalistic icons proved to be difficult to 
read - 50% of them with a nil accuracy of reading by students when the 
icon itself was presented on screen, while only 27% of Pictorial: 
Abstract had nil. (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) This resulted in a more 
substantial shift in understanding of the Pictorial: Naturalistic icons 
by students when the  icon included the pop-up label. However again it 
can be seen (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) that there are still more icons that 
have less than 50% accuracy of reading by students.

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11
When the data is analysed to the next level of delicacy some 
interesting results emerge. The trend is similar in that there is an 
improvement in students understanding of the icons when the pop-up 
labels are included for them to read. (Fig 12 , Fig 13, Fig 14, Fig 15) 
However there is a clear distinction in readability between the 
Abstract: Generic and the Abstract: Specific. The Abstract: Generic 
icons are the only icons that have a substantial number with higher 
than 50% accuracy of reading by students as well as an improvement in 
this reading with the pop-up labels. (Fig 16) In comparison the 
Abstract: Specific icons proved to be very difficult for students to 
understand even with a pop-up label. (Fig 17) The labels only assisted 
reading of a small number of these icons.

Figure 12

Figure 13



Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17
When considering the next level of delicacy of the Naturalistic icons 
the Naturalistic:Symbolic icons were the ones that were most difficult 
for students to understand (100% with less than 50% accuracy) in 
comparison with the Naturalistic: Realistic. The pop-up labels for 
these icons providing a substantial shift in understanding. (Fig 18) 
Resulting in the Naturalistic: Symbolic being only marginally more 
difficult for students to read than the Naturalistic: Realistic when 
they had the pop-up labels as well as the icon. (See Figs. 18 & 19)

Figure 18
Figure 19
During the conducting of this exploratory research children 
occasionally pointed to the screen as part of their response. It was 
obvious that this was done when the child had difficulty articulating 
their response ie they did not have the language to describe or explain 
what they wanted to and used physical reference. As well as this tactic 
to assist them they also used phrases such as "things like that". " 
something" and "and that"  when they were having problems articulating 
their answer.

Some children's language to talk about what was on the screens and the 
icons was limited. eg One child used the phrase "take you to another 
one" (S7). A couple of children (S5, S9) had excellent language to talk 
about the screens and icons. Their knowledge of this field specific 
language influenced their ability to read the icons. This would 
probably enhance their ability to use the program more effectively than 
those who don't.

Conclusion
As icons in CD-ROM programs are the way the user (child) accesses the 
content of any program it is essential that the user be able to read 
these with confidence. If a user has difficulty working out what the 
icons might be, either by itself or with a label, then they will be 
less inclined to activate that icon when searching for information. If 
they can read them confidently then they will be able to use the 
program more effectively to find the information they require. However 
the construction of the icons does not always assist the user to read 
and understand their function even if pop-up labels are employed. In 
fact in some cases the label may add to their confusion.

From this research it has been found that the pop-up labels ie naming 
of icons is an important tool which assists in the clarification of the 
function of the icon. However this is not a standard across all icons - 
the choice of text  and the type of icon are also important variables. 
The icons are not transparent to children nor are they all easy to 
"read". The icons that are specific to a program (Pictorial: Abstract: 
Specific) are the ones most likely to cause problems as well as those 
that  present themselves as part of the everyday world (Pictorial: 
Naturalistic).

The interpretive reading of icons, in particular the Pictorial ones, 



draws heavily upon children's existing background knowledge and 
experiences. It is possible that children from different sociocultural 
backgrounds, other than middle class, English speaking backgrounds, may 
have difficulty reading the icons because of their different 
orientation to them.

Different multimedia programs employ different types of navigational 
icons. The educational and personal use of multimedia infotainment / 
edutainment has seen the burgeoning of software with a multitude of 
navigation icons to attract and interest the user, as well as to 
organise the content of the program. The programs and their icons also 
provide a window into the developers position on knowledge. The The 
Animals! program is one of these and explicitly carries a message to 
the user.

The The Animals! program attempts to blur the boundaries surrounding 
the content of the program, ie information about animals , by employing 
the Naturalistic icons as the main content organisers. Its 
environmental message is clearly obvious in this choice of Naturalistic 

icons and the environmental classification of animals in biomes. As a 
result an understanding of the function, or pathway, of these icons (as 
well as the others) becomes essential in order to navigate through the 
program to the information.

Most users, especially children, do not read the accompanying brochures 
but learn about the program (and hence its content) through a trial and 
error or 'hit and miss 'system. They 'play' with the program, 
activating different icons and travelling around in the program. This 
can be quite time consuming given the complexity of the organisation of 
the multimedia programs and the mulitmodal nature of them. It is 
possible that the user may not fully understand how the icon functions 
and not use certain pathways, hindering their ability to access the 
content of the program effectively.

The language of icons is quite diverse and ever expanding. Simply 
providing children with a computer and a program and setting them a 
task is not enough. It is not a transparent process. Provision of 
exploration time with explicit teaching about the nature of icons in 
CD-ROM programs by teachers is necessary in order for children to 
effectively and efficiently access information contained in multimedia 
programs.
 
As children become more knowledgeable about the icons and the language 
used in a program they will become more proficient at using these 
tools. Their language to talk about the computing environment will 
increase and these skills and understandings will transfer between 
programs. In addition, by learning about icons in multimedia programs 
children can also critically evaluate the program's organisation of the 
information.
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